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-Strict society  

-Population control 

Each family can only have two children.

-Apply for child (every 3 years) 

After their first child, they can apply for

another child until three years later.

 

-Monitored test 

Every worker checks their fingerprint by a

machine. 

-“God - Child” (negative) 

Expectancy of 30 years with a 99% chance

of a heart failure,

-Designer baby 

Parents are able to pick the strongest

babies' cell to give birth. 

-Formal society 

Every worker dress formally for work. 

-Birth control 

Every birthmother has 3 labor 

-Couldn't make decisions on

their own (Jobs, Marriage, etc.) 

-The community are all

sameness. No one in the

community can see colours,

feelings, music or rhythm.   

-Marriage (control by society) 

The community choose spouse

in the novel. 

 

Cindy & Lena

Rules from Jonas' community 

Rules from "Gattaca"

- Strict rules/ society runs a DNA

base model, sample taken very

often to confirm your identity.  

-Social status is based on the

ability the person has when

they’re just born. 

Blood type, DNA, body function,

genetic, and diseases.

 

- Job is given when meeting a
standard in the novel "The Giver" and

the movie "GATTACA."
- Strict rules in both communities for

people to obey. 
- Healthy babies have more

opportunity to survive in the
community of both societies.

- Jonas and Vincent are both unique
in their societies.

Similarities



Utopian Society 
Rules

When people make mistakes,
punishments and actions should

take place. The amount of
punishment will depend on the
number of mistakes made by

each person. For example, in the
novel "The Giver," there are

many harsh punishments take
place. No matter how big the
mistake is, the person will be
released. However, that's not

what will happen in our Utopia
Society. We don't want people

who have made small mistakes
to get cruel punishment like the

novel "The Giver." People who
made small mistakes shouldn't

get brutal punishments,
therefore, people who made big

mistakes shouldn't get easy
punishment too. 

People in the community have
the freedom to make their own

choices and decisions, which
should also be an important
rule in the utopian society.

Everyone in the giver
community has no choice, no
freedom. Almost every things
are decided by the community

in the novel "The Giver." People
have no freedom or choices in

the community. Eventually, this
causes many problems in the

giver society. For example,
Jonas, the main character

chooses to escape from the
community. Also, in the movie

Gattaca, people's jobs are
decided when they are born.

This causes the main character
"Vincent" to get into the

company illegally because he
desires the job so much. 

 

Utopia society

-No drugs dealing in the society

   Drugs should not even exist in

the society/community.

-Respectful toward everyone.

Speak to each other in a nice

tone.  

-Strict requirements for guns and

ammunition, only polices are

allowed to use guns.

No one in the society can apply

for gun  even if he or she have a

firearm license.  

                    

   -People have freedom to make
choices and decisions. 

                -No discrimination  
No one should judge other

person by their skin colour. 
-Punishments are depended on
the amount of mistakes that’s

been made. 

Using a respectful tone to
speak to others should be a
rule in our utopian society.
From the novel "The Giver,"
everyone in the community

pays specific attention to their
use of language. This can make

all the people in the
community feel respect for
each other in all situations. 

 


